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PREFACE

William W. Turnbull

Both professional and public attention is focused these

days on the concept of educational accountability. The word

"accountability" has as many meanings as people care to give it

aria is often used in connection with such activities as assess-

ment, evaluation, auditing, and performance contracting.

So great is the interest -- and so meager the clarifica-

tion of the many issues and problems involved -- that the need for

a romprehensive look at the ccncept prompted Educational Testing

Service to sponsor a series of conferences on accountability.

We are indeed fortunate that nome of the most knowl-

edgeable and thoughtful people concerned with the philosophy,

strategies, and pitf lls of accountability in education a:cepted

our invitation to participate in this conference. Each of them

has provided a substantive and challenging contribution to better

understanding of what is involved in developing and imp]ementing

accountability programs of integrity and merit.

Because of Ole urgent need for dissemination of informa-

tion about accountability the speakers' papers, in their pre-

conference form, have been assembled in this booklet for immdiate

distribution.
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THE MEANS AND ENDS OF
ACC01;:,!r.:ABILITY

Erick L. Lindrnan

Benefits and Costs of Education

A few years ago a hardy band cf program budgeteers gathered

together the elements of their planning, progranring, and budgeting

system, packed them fh a waterproof box, and departed from the

Pentagon whers they had spent many fruitful years. Their departure

was without cerEmcyv. There seemed to be neither sadness nor joy

at their leaving; btt evidence of relief was clearly visi'Dle "beneath

the surface.

The sturdy baud net stJd for education land where they

hoped to spread the gospel of PFBS. When they reached educ ation

land they were admitted without delay and were warmly welcomed, for

they promised something for everyone. For school boards they

promised more education for the school dollar. For administrators

they promised a management information systen with modern built-in

feedback controls; and for teachers they promised fiat the budget

would no longer be the mysterious obstacle tc their plans, but in-

stead would become a helpful genie.

Although these promises brought a warm welcome, the ITO-

grars 1,udgeteers soon encountered difficulties. In order to carry

out their highly advertised benefit-cost analyses, it was necessary

to assess the benefits of various Aucational progranc, in tcrms of
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dollars so that these benefits could be compared with costs incurred

in achieving then. But no one in education land was willing a1.d

able to place dc.1lar valaes upon the benefits to individuals and to

society of various educational accomplishments.

It was during this period of frantic search for a way to

assess the benefits of education that our brave budgeteers met

another crusading group, known as the behavioral objectivists. Un-

like the program budgeteers who were mostly economists, the behavioral

objectivists were experts in educational measurement. They believed

that if a child learns, his behavior will change and it is possible

to measure the amount of the change by suitable tests. From this

simple proposition they concluded that educational goals and objec-

tives should be stated as expected changes in student behavior and

that teaching effectiveness should be measured by changes in student

behavior.

Although the program budgeteers and behavioral objec-

tivists started their reform movements separately, it was inevit-

able that they should discover each other and find that they had

much in common. The program budgeteers thought they had at last

discovered sciceone who could evaluate the educational. product and

put a dollar value upon it, so they could make their benefit-cost

analyses. The behavioral objectivists, on the other hand, were not

especially interested in the mysteries of the budgetary process, but

they liked the idea of getting a little bit closer to he source of

money. Besides, by forming a union, both crusading groups were

better able to protect themselves from the hostile humanists whose

attacs were growing in number and intensity every day. So the two

reform groups worked together, sharing the same platform and seeking

converts to their common cause.

after a short period of cooperation, disagrements began

to emerge. The program budgeteers seemed obsessed with costs and

the amount of resources needed for various programs and goals. lhey

were interested in the budgetary process culminating in the allocation

of resources to various educational pograms. The behavioral objec-

tivists, however, were interested in instructional planning and
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evaluation, and their activities culminated in the selectio;. at a

teaching procedure.

Both the program budg;?te.ers and behavioral objec'i':i-

found it impossible to place dollar values upon the beha;

objectives which had been formulated. Yor example, they %hl!'

to determine the value to society of teaching all ehildn..-n

aspects of Homan history. Moreover, they were unab).e to

the cost of achievin, various behavioral objectives becc

cost depended upon the methods used and the ease with Li.-

stl,dents learn.

It became increasingly clear that there are in c.

distinctions as well as interrelationships between (1

system designed to allocate resources among various

Programs and (2) an instructional planning and evaluation SL, stem

designed to utilize educational resources most effectively.

Moreover, instructional plalining and evaluation are part

of the ongoing teaching process and therefore should ci,,ntin,.e

function after the budgetary decisions have been :7:ado for a fi:7,cai

period. Clearly, the two system:, function on different tide

schedules. The budgetary process is necessari iy Gearc,: t0 the

fiscal year chile th, instructional planning and evaluation

is, or shol!ld be, continuous.

AnothE/ distinction stem:, from the diverge nt cc,ncorh.-,

the two systems. That budgetary process is 1,riT!aily
decisions that affec% costs such as class size , ,

the maintenance of sumner schoLds, and so forth , whereas the' in:

ti coal planning, and evaluation recess is concerned prirari viii,

finding more effective teaching -,rocedurcs and technique: wijih, a

have no effort upon rnrenual costs.

These dist incti -ns !,a'r:e it incr,asit:gly

ram budgeteerJ a;,1 lac i,yh-Aviora] shculd

they sh,1.41,1 remain s cri

raigee contribution to cducatinn.

Inc g Factory Analciz

of the uf

I
Li; t'r'Fien,V to bet' ire mare than lie can d011 v, r.
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Years 0,:!c, the authors of the seven cardinal principles of education

ac(eptel as 7. school's responsibilities such goals as: health,

worth" use of leisure time, ethical character, worthy home member-

and civic re ;ponsibility es well as command of the ftindamental

processes. In res..)onse to these glowing proLaises school attendance

and school budgets increased substantially, yet we seem Lc be no

close. to these goals than we were in 1918. We promised more than

we were able deliver and since the public expected more, its

disappointment has been great.

Tne behavioral objectiv!sts concur with this diagnosis,

Iointing out that if we had used behavioral. objectives in 1918 when

we wrote the seven cardinal objectives we wouLdn't be in this

trouble toda;:. 111s is perhaps Lrue, but there is also a danger

of promising more than can be delivered in student performance.

IT:ien students are regarded as "products" of the school, it is

implied tnat the school is a factory and should be fully account-

able for the behavior of its products. Yet, without the power to

select its raw material and reject defective rroducts, the school

cannot guarantee its product.

To regard an i3 -year old youth in the graduating class

as a product of his high schoo: implies more responsibility than

the school Car accept. His behavior is influenced by many factors

teyond t:c control of his school. Th.: time-honored allies of the

and school :n the child - rearing process -- the church, the

'r".!,));, the .13c,y Scont::, the C.,r,p Lire Girls -- are still with us,

tat they arc losing their licctiveress. So is Horatio Ali:: 's

%.,:ssa7o to youth that hard work and dedication bring success.

Alr.ng with the deterioraticn of these familar guideposts

is the triumrhal entry of television. The new Pied Piper is pre-

and m-re of the waking hours of childfen and youth,

prov:ding a rr,werful distraction from the school's tlree B's, which

hrive low :;ielsen 1-atinrs. Unfortunately, thi- twentieth century

f'i" Pifer bil.nds a disprorortionat, amount of time selling soap

With all of these factors contriLuting either positively

cr Le--flvely to the cducat'.on o' children vnd yJuth, to call ',iem

/g
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the products of the school is to promise more than the school is

able to deliver. The factory analogy leads inevitably to a dcrind

for a quality control system in which all enrollees of the school.

are expected to perform-at a preestablished level of skill. as

measured by appropriate tests. The great diversity of human tulent

and varying contributiols of the home and peer groups makes this

degree of uniformity impossible.

If the factory analogy and the guaranteed product are

rejected, for what should the schools then be held accountable?

The answer, it seems to me, is quite clear. The school should he

held accountable for the scope and quality of the educational

services it renders to i:s students. For example, a school may

well guarantee the folloNing educational services for its students:

(1) No first-grade pupil shall be in a class with mor, than 25

pupils. (2) All pupils whose reading scores are more th:ua one year

below their grade norm snail receive 15 minutes of individual

tutoring each day. (3) Sumner classes shall be available for an:!

student who failed a high school course required for graduation.

Other statements describing the scope and quality of educational

services could be added.

These statements emphasize the educational services to

be available to the student. For these services the school can

and should be held accountable. oreover, the effectiveness of

these services in contributing to student test rerforance and to

subsequent successful living should be under constant, review. tut

even with such checks upon the s&lool's effectiveness, it is irr.-

possible to guars. -.tee the test score of an individual stud,L.nt in

the same way that a manufacturer guarantees hi: product. Fcr these

reasons, then, the school must be accountable for tl.e score and

quality of educational services it renders to students even thowh

it cannot guarantee an student's test 1:',.fcrrnce as

irqlied by the factory t,.ialocy.

11. will be noted that latixli;7h the ,co}c and qu!iliy cf

educational services rendered to students is an eutIkt of the school

syste71, not an in2-at, it ries Irovide essential inforriatioh

:or estimating pro,--.2, costs. )- r thi reason, t)le

1/
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of the scope and quality of services to be rendered is especially

relevant to the budgetary process. By way of contrast, the be-

havioral objectives lack cost relevance. It is not possible to

determine the cost of teaching a child the multiplication tables.

The cost is a function of the method used to achieve the behavioral

objective, not of the objective itself. Thus, while the evalua-

tion process appropriately emphasizes behavioral objectives, the

budgetary process must be concerned with the scope and quality of

the educational services to be rendered to students.

Benefit-Cost Relationships

The inherent difficulties encountered in placing a dollar

value upon behavioral objectives make benefit-cost analysis in the

true sense of the word difficult, if not impossiblo, in the field

of education. However, significant cost comparisons can be made if

either the goals or the amount of resources used are held constant.

For example, two different ways to achieve the same

educational objective might be tried. If the same goal is achieved

by both methods, a s-urong argument can be made for accepting the less

costly of these methods. In this analysis alternntive ways to achieve

established educational goals are compared. 1...,cice that a dollar

value to society of the goals has not been established.

auothr.r kind of analysis is possible in which the amount

of resources e,Tended is held constant but these resources are used

in different ways to achieve unequal educational outcomes. In this

analysis, the educational. procedure which achieved te greatest educa-

tional output would, of course, be preferable. Such rest effectiveness

studies can be made because they do not call for placing a dollar

value upon the educational benefit itself.

In a real sense these two analyses indicate a funda-

mi!ntal ch, is occurring in American education at this time,

Wnen I fir.t .,tartcd teaching, back, in the early thirties, the

sulerintendent of schools rare speeches to the chamber et commerce

about getting the cost for the school dollar. He didn't talk about

or about benefit-cost relationshiI:, b,,t, he did talk about

getting the most for the school dollar. Hi: approach reflect the
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prevailing notion that tie needs of education are unlimitea but

the number of dollars which society can allocate to education are

limited. He wanted to get as rich money as possible for the schools

and then to spend it wisely, maximizing the amount of educational

service rendered.

The basic assumption underlying his approach to budgeting

that the needs of educati.on are unlimited -- is being questioned

today. Under the concepts of both the program budgeteers and the

behavioral objectivists, limited educational goals are established

first, then the least cost_y way to achieve them is sought. In

the past, it was assumed that .'1( ,3als of education were indeed

unlimited &nu the problem was Lo get the most education for the

available school dollars. We are now being asked to specify

rather precisely limited objectives for education and then search

for the ncynt economical way to achieve them. In one sense loth

proccdur are the same, since t.,ley both seek the most cost-ffoctiv..

use of school dollars. Their differences are more subtle.

Under the unlimited educational goal concept, boards of

education and professional educators determine oducaticral

after the legislature and the taxpayers have determined the %:,-;unt of

funds to be available. Under the limited educational goal concept,

the legislature and the taxpayers review and approve the educational

goals and then provide sufficient funds to attain them.

Along with these chrnc,es in the locus of the goal-sutting

function, hard-pressed taxpayers are challenging the unlimited gc.al

doctrine. Specifically, they are asking: "How can we tell when

too such is being s, nt on public education?"

This is a question that educators usually hae avodod.

Vhen an answer was given, it often emphasiLed unmet, educational nee

Such an answer is no longer acceptable since then_ are unmet need

in every phase of American life. To answer the que:.,tion, tLe 1(no-

fits of another million dollars for lublic schools mu:t be cemfro,1

with the tenefits of an additio:.al million dollars for welfare, for

defense, for lollutica ces,t,ol, and so on.

5] is 1-ad inc:vitr:IJ; to 1..711. judgments which arc alwair,

involved when imr:duIt cducational isou..,-; are re:;elvel. And

/g
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where the humanists are likely to ambush the program budgeteers and

'ehavioral objectivists. The ensuing conflict will pit the superior

statistical skills of the program budgeteers and behavioral objec-

tivists against superior rhetorical skills of the humanists. The

outcome is is doubt.

Regretably, this encounter will be based upon the assump-

tion that PPBS and behavioral objectives are, per se, good or bad

fir education. The truth is, they can be either. The eight kind

of each in the right quantities could he just the tonic our ailing

school system needs; an overdose of either could be fatal.

1

.1

1

.1
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ISSUES IN IMPLEME1,"PATI O N

I

Mark R. Shedd

I would like to begin by stating the obvious. Account-

ability in education, partinllarly in public education, is long

overdue: Tlo longer can anyone involved in the education of our

younE, people, whether it be the superintendent of schooLs, the

district superintendent, the principal, the classroal teacher or

the teacher's aide, be classified as a sacred cow- -above reproach

and immune from having to prove to the public that he is doing his

job and doing it well.

Accountability may be a tough word for many educators to

swallow, but I'm convinced that the actual digestion of the

accountability process in education will be much less painful than

the first bitter taste. Of course, there is still a question or

two t) be answered; such as, wh.t. is "the accountability process?"

To answer that question, I'd like to take a brief look

backward at the educational scene since the passage of the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

Since then, we have a: c naAon poured billions of dol-

lars into c().:.ensatorr educat,.1. throughout the country. We have

locked to the rr:'.11ts of those efforts and we have found better

schools, more libraries, more pararTofessional personnel, higher

paid teachers and administrators, and higher tax burdens.
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Yet, in the face of all of these improvements, there is

no :aajor study that shows at this time any significant improvement

in pupil learning, reduced dropout rates or better teaching. Un-

like professionals in medicine we are not able to say that our

clients measurably are better for the effort.

One of the few things we can prove conclusively is that

education can consume large sums of money with few measurable

achievements to show for it.

This record, particularly as it is seen through the eyes

of those outside education, raises some pretty basic questions of

accountability. For instance, Governor Russell Peterson, of

Delaware, speaking before the Education Commission of the States

last July in Denver, pu: it very bluntly when he said:

"Educators traditionally think in terms of inputs- -new

programs, more dollars for materials, higher teacher salaries and

the like. We have files, and wastebaskets, full of statistics

about education--how many schools, how many teachers, how many

strikes and campus rebellions.

"In principle, the American educational commitment has

been that every child should have an adequate education, but when

a child fails to learn, school personnel have all too often

labeled him 'slow,' unmotivated' or 'retarded.' Our schools

must assume the commitment that every child shall learn...."

Nolan Estes, the superintendent in Dallas, speaking

before one of Educational Testing Service's previous accounta-

bility conferences, described his own situation by saying:

Our target had been those schools in which students

were averaging only a half-year's achievement gain for every

full scholastic year. By the time we finished, we had not man-

aged to improve on this sad record; in fact, some of our Title

schools were worse off in Iwo than they had seen in 1965.

"Five years and five billion dollars after Titic I was

passed," he added, "We still have not learned how to break the
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cycle of underachievement that sees children from poor homes do

poorly in school; find poor jobs or none; marry--and then scud

their own poor children to school."

The stark fact remains that, after years of experi-

mentation, after spending millions upon millions of dollars, and

after applying some of the most sophisticated terhnological and

human skill in the world to the problem, we continue to grind out

thousands of functional illiterates from the educational mill

each year.

It is certainly no wonder that the nublic does nut

believe it is getting its morey's worth from public education and

has begun to beat the drums for accountability.

Yet, there is no magic "accountability" button that one

(!an push, nor is there any one segment of the p-Jblic educational

structure that can bear the brunt of accountability.

Traditionally, as Fred Hechinger, education editor of

the New York Times points out, it has been the :student who has

been held accountable for his performance in school. "The class-

room," Hechinger contends, has been the teacher's castle, and

schools have largely escaped the burden of responsibility for any

lack of student achievement."

Than, with the advent of massive federal remedial educa-

tion programs in the mid-'60s, the finer began to point at the

home as not holding up its share of cducaticr.al accountability.

Nov, as we embark on the d,2caf of the '70s, it has be-

come the "in" thing to do to make the teacher the whipping boy for

the breaj.cdown in the educational process. The public, angered by

escalating educational costs, primarily due to large increases in

pay each year for teachers, has grabbea at the concept of account-

ability and is attempting to use it as a whip ag3Anst teachers.

This I object to very strongly. Ar:ounability should be

a process by which we can show ourselves how to %,:ach better and

to turn out a better educated child, not ate. a weapon to beat a

dead horse.

/7
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Accountability will get nowhere, as it most certainly

should not, if it is cast in the punitive sense of saying o a

teacher: "Here, you SOB, raise all these kids' achievement levels

a certain rate or you'll get fired."

Accountabilit2; must involve everyone frcm the super-

intendent of schools to the classroom aide. It must also involve

the parent and business and industry as well. And it rust involve

processes as well as people.

Terrel Bell, USOE deputy commissioner for school systems,

put the whole matter of accountability in proper perspective when

he told a recent ETS conference:

"Accountability looks at school resource deployment,

materials selection, time allocations, and a host of other school

management practices. NeedleTs to say, accountability has many

facets, forms, and faces. It reaches far beyond the simplistic

assertion that it is concerned with teachers and teaching. 1Whn

the students fail to learn, the entire system must be introspectivt:.

With this in mind, a look at the experiment in New York

City involving ETS and the Board of Education is most heartening.

Briefly, the New York Board has contracted with ETS to core up with

an accountability design to define performance objectives for loth

students and staff, with the ultimate goal of recommending an

administrative structure for an accountability system.

What is heartening is the assurance of everyone cDncerned

that the system will be a positive rather than negative one, aired

not at threatening job security, but at making it possible for

everyone to do a Letter job.

With that assurance, the New York teachers union, the

United Federation of Teachers, has backed the plan. Union President

Albert Shanker joired in the announcement with the Board, proclaiming

that the accountability system would "provide the greatest protection

teachers have elver known."

He explained this by saying that successful teachers would

Le protected against unfair criticism by providing proof of ti-i^ir

/g
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effectiveness, while the system would indicate the additional train-

ing needed by ineffective teachers.

I would certainly consider this a workable agreemer'., one

which wculd help dispel the fear among professionals of the word,

"accountability."

Yet, it is ironic that militant teacher organizations who

had spoken so strongly against accountability formulas until the

New York experiment, may themselves have been one of the reasons

for the accountability clamor.

Traditionally the public has viewed teachers and school

adminstrators as practicing professionals, and has placed a high

degree of trust in the professional judpnent of school personnel.

That, however, was before collective bargaining and teacher strikes.

It was not long before the public, conditioned to the

fact that teachers had chosen to deal with their employers in the

same way employees negotiated with large industrial concerns,

began to ask: "What do we get in return?"--in muc. the same way

that corporate management asks how many more or better cars or

television sets will be produced as a result of the contract

settlement.

Paradoxically, school personnel are insisting that the

public continue to trust them as professionals in the same way

that physicians and attorneys are trusted. Just as an example,

few patients would think of trying to negotiate a guaranteed cure

with a doctor. Rather, we expect the doctor to exercise chili and

professional judgment in treating our ills.

Educators have, however, negotiated a different managerial

ethic than that enjoyed ty other professionals. It may be a big

step in the rigi't direction, simply because the outcome of the

negotiations has been accountability.

But I think I've talked enough about the reasons for

accountability. I'd like now to get, briefly, to three of the

accountability situations that have developed in Philadelphia.

Two involve guaranteed :'erfor-,:)nce contracts, alout which I won't
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say very much because I'm sure other speakers at this conference

will delve deeply into till? aspect of accountability. The third

involves our own home-grown brand of accountability applied to a

district-wide reading program.

For the record, we do have the ne2,ion's largest guaran-

teed performance contract under which the Behavioral. Fesearch

Laboratories, in return for $600,000, has guaranteed to raise the

reading achievement levels of 15,000 pupils by one grade level in

one year's time on a money back basis for every pupil who doesn't

make it. The tests have already been given, and we'll know in a

few short weeks how we have done.

The other performance contract is with the Westinghouse

Learning Corporation, through the nationwide, 20-school district

1.;:1:,E project, involving 600 students in reading and math. Here,

too, we'll knew shortly where we stand.

But what I'd really like to talk with you about is our

eight- district reading program, involving all 285,000 students in

grades K-12 throughout the city. In assessing our difficulties

with teaching Johnny to read, it became pr.infully evident that we

were sadly lacking in an adequate delivery system--a system that

would assure a plan's success by following a tough, predetermined

set of goals and objectives based on a process of accountability.

We tegan to devise this system, in conjunction with thr

personnel of our eight school districts, by planning eight dif-

ferent attacks on the reading problem, each one geared to meet the

specific needs of the children in that district. It did not come

easily.

First, we had to gear up our research capabilities to

measure quality by output, rather than input. Educational research

going back to the '20s always measured such things as expenditure

ter pupil, the number cf library books, dollars spent on teachers'

salaries, and numbers and !,4atisties almost down to the number of

wru h broils per studcht.
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Relatively few, if any, educational dollars were spent on

charting the output, the actual achievement of the pupils. This we

did through the application of standardized tests, and the results

in Philadelphia, as in all the other major cities across the nation,

were devastating.

To put it bluntly, 40 percent of our students were

functionally illiterate.

Our first function was to develop and have approved by

the Board of Education specific, no-nonsense, system-wide reading

goals that would make us accountable to the pupils, their parents,

and the public for reachirg certain new plateaus of reading achieve-

ment in a given time period.

This we did, and. the goals are bold ones. I'd to

quote from the board resolution which set them up.

"By the end of the school year 1975-76, each student

receiving instruction in regular classes will acquire those read-

ing skills necessary to adequately function school and society;

and students in Pdiladelphia will read as well or better -pan

students elsewhere.

"It is further resolved that the follr,wing indicatorE

will be accepted as evidence that the goal. has been accomplished:

1) All students who leave the Philadelphia schools at

aile 16 or older shall read on the 8th grade level or above; and

2) . The scores of all students rn an appropriate test

indicate that the percentage of students 'who read at 7.ra]e

lovc1 or above is greater than ,he national non:, and

3) All children completing the sixth grade shall read

at the 5.5 level or above."

Admittedly, in light of past failures, these goals will

be cxtreriely difficult to r.eet, to say the least. Put we honestly

feel we can do it

Cce the goals were anncl.ihce,i, we were faced irmeiiatly

witil the tak of crar-Cr-.ig up a 17,:::aE.e:-.(rnt of attain-

in6 tier,. in h,13 to build a better r.etrap.
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We did, in fact build a new delivery system, and we hope
it 's a better one. It consists of a technical task grc-lp of reading
experts whoi-..,e job it will tc ride herd on the entire reading
improvement program; a detailed statement of system-management needs
to be followed; alternative implementation plans to throw into the
breech until we find one that works ; and projections of tine, costs,
and resource demands.

But, of course, building this type of management deliver;,-
system left as with two more problems : We had to develop new skills
and management capabilities within existing schcol system personnel
through staff and leadership developn-nt programs; and we had to
recruit top-level management persons from outside the school system,
particularly in previously neglected areas such as data processing,
planning, budgeting, finance and research. this, too, we have
accomplished.

Finally, after undertaking all this extremely comi_lex re-
tooling, we had to tie it all together if we expected it to work at
al] . The thread we used was accountability.

We were firmly convinced that accountability in a large
urban school system trying to teach chiluren how to read was no
more difficult than accountability in a large industry trying to
retch its own production goals. If business can hold its employees
accountable for production, and attain -!coss through that account-

lity process, then a school system should be at -le to do the
sane thin g .

Cur accounttbility is a two-,ay strut.
The hoard ,ind the :7u1-erin*,endent not only are accountable

to the rub tic for reac:-.3 ng their pi edeter,dned reading s , but

th,..y are also acccnit it,le to t1-.eir employees to deliver to t 1,e

Al plies , anri suplc,rt and knew ho l: to
,'iccortp3iL7i1

ill turn, east dLitrict ,Ier.t is rccountalle for
s.,117 ,:,rt to hi: rcrAinc. project principals, and 1-.is
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teachers, as well as being accountable to the Superintendent for

producing results in his district.

The principals are accountable to their teachers and to

the district superintendent; and the teachers, of course, are

a'countable not only to the principals, but also to the youngsters

they are teaching.

It must be understood clearly ,,hat the teachers rely on

district and central office delivery of goods and services in order

to carry out their tasks. Adninistiators in charge of delivering

tAes components are, therefore, accountable to the teachers.

We hope, obviously, that with all this accountability

Wit into a new, considerably more sophisticated management de-

livery system, we can, at lon,7 lase, produce concrete results in

the form of measurable gains in student achievement and attitudes.

We have, in essence, 'stablishcd a hard-to-reach goal,

handed each individual district the ball, supplied them with the

very best coaching possible, and told then to run like hell.

And run they have. rine districts have elected to use

more tI,an /10 different approach 's to reading instruction, consis-

tent with the needs of their individual youngsters.

Besides involving B3L in the guaranteed perfornai:ce con-

tract, the districts are working with McGraw-Hill, SEA, Reader's

Digest, YD-1,, Macmillan, Lippih ott, Addison-Wesley, Random House,

and many core, on various ways to teach reading to children with

various needs.

The fines are sulOying materials and resources right

from re.seiool throuFh high school to meet the reading needs of

the districts. Methods range from the traditional to the boldly

experimental, from multi - lingual progreas to computers, from pile -

lines into universities to self-contained units.

In other words, we have tried to put it all together,

but en a step by step, district ty district, school by school,

child ty child tr.sis. We are using, project management techniques,
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delivery systems, data processing, and just about everything we

could yet our hands on--all tied in with accountability.

We agree, as you do, that youngsters should, indeed,

have the right to read. And we agree further that, although

proper teacher preparation for, and performance in, the inner

city school will continue to be critical measures in determining

whether we reach our goal, we feel strongly that school manage -

ment will have to face up to its share of the burden, get up off

its posterior, and crank, up some programs that aren't doomed by

their very makeup before they even get to the classroom.

For this, we must be held accountable.

Yet, through all the birth rains of accountability, and

its attendant pressures, I have a a ::tr:ifig fear, that marks

will take precedence over tL, Jasnes. Cass,

education editor of Saturday it up extremely well

when ne writes:

AS we focus increasincly ch pupil. performance as a

measure of teacher-effectiveness, it would he easy to forget the

complexity of the learning 1)rocess--that individual children are

very dill'eren, that they learn different things at different

rates, and that even the sane child learns at a diferent rate

at different times.

"If, therefore, the laudable effort to improve class-

room practice by assessing teacher and school effectiveness merely

results in placing more intense and sophisticated pressure on the

children, to perform, the very principle will be denied in practice,

for if the concept means anything, it is that the ultimate

accountability must to to the children."

70 that I would add, "Amen." And to you I would say,

thank you. It's bcen a p2.easure to address you.

11/



ISSUEf:, TATION
II

Francis Keppel

In speaking co this topic at other ETS conferences, the

late Robert W. Locke of McGra..7-1:111 used as a subtitle, "/.ccountabiiity

Yes, Performance Contracting, I.!aybe." As his replacement on this

occasion, 1 can both honor his n7emory and try to carry out his work

by quoting Si c,m. his remarks about performance contracting:

Contrary to what you have read in the papers, I believe

that cost education companies look upon performance

contractini:. as an undesirable way of doing business.

For companies with carefully researched programs and

the C 0'7:1 etJA1(70 to train teachers, it is not r,articularay

risky "Localise they ?.1,(T.: what kinds of results they can

achieve. However, it 11...ts in a straight jack- -t that

make:3 Ierfer7'.ancL, contrr.cting less

work donee under a ,,impler contract. ike reason why

certain comz.. 322 S SI: 7:: as 7..y own, .71Aw,r7 res t

sure? of that they the 1:ro-

ra7-.F., they ran rrovide the and they arse

to takr-. the risk to iet the business. A olft.tomer,

is r2'1. Or. " r..

It i thr,t w(,11-run

Li:7,', not suu-.1,t p:rfornal.ce contracts, either tL,cal..5t,

th,:y considr thr., or teem,__ thiy Lave

eervat rcor i r abiiit, to ] rfon, t t I..; is it e
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The companies that are willing to make performance con-

tracts -- and perhaps all education companies would

surely agree on these things:

1. That results in education cannot be guaranteed. In

the fall and winter in Te;,:arkana there were some

misguided claims about programs that could "produce

grede -level independent readers and writers by the

end of the first grade" or some such, but virtually

all companies understand that intellectual processes

cannot be guaranteed in the way that sopmakers

guarantee cleanliness.

2. They understand also the Lritical importance of

having reliable data around which to construct

contracts. ; ",ore on this point later, but the

lack of sufficient data. I. probably the main

reason why sor-- responsible companies have been

reluctant to rake 1.erfonnance contracts.

3. They also recornie that performance contracts

inake more sense for innovative prcgrans than for

con-entional ones. It is hardly worthwhile for

either school districts cr the -,ompanf.es to

write such involved arreenento fel' the

purchase of text- ten s. It much more %,..nse

for the installation of cu!,plex rev systems of

ihstructicn for which crvircrnt

h%vo tai reC,I'C;f1/: :r.. e af:'

retr:-Iir 1. :iris nay e tic cLief value of con-

foiTiance c,-.-Ltractinc, :;nnowtivt, instr,2c-

tional prccrrv,s are vt:.ry difficult to install anal

yet hell 171L e t r.je:Jvt_:.,:nt

I s,JE-1 pct , in ,i";.iti rivr2

much the sane renyral views cf lorfc,inance contrating as

ti.e sre that to hire the.

1
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I believe that Bob Locke accurately reported on the con-

cerns, the hopes, and the uncertainties. of those considering

performance contracting. Let me ask you to look at two issues

that seem to me to lie behind rear attitudes on this as;Dect of

"accountability." The first is related to public policy end the

adoption of programs by public bodies. The second has to do with

the state of thu art of establishing educational objectives and

measuring results. To what extent can public authorities and the

private sector rely on our present knol,ledge and techniques?

There are, of course, a good many other issues that

could. be discussed in this context. Consider, for example, the

probable impact in the decade 1968-1978 of the fact that enroll-

ment in the elementary schools will decrease by five pecet at

tn.?_ same time that the Cffice of Education estimates a steady

increase in costs. Educatory and educational. companies will find

themselves in the same boat: legislatures and school boards will

want some new explications for rising costs if the old ar7,i.ment

of rising numbers es: no longer be used. The best argoment ray

be that rising costs bring better processes and better of

learning in the schools. The mere fact that school authorities

are trying out new ways of doing things may be a factor which may

to helpful ih i.orsuading legislatures almost regardless of results.

i-ut it may also mean that performance contracts he in tru.lble

if the lecislators and the public feel that they ihvol(.: "high"

profits, oven thourh the profit mich_ Le suite CCIrrhSlliatfr; vita

tat 0Icc'2ited for =,ti,er business of co7ar,alle

r consider another fact: that today the schools

a very small fart of their on,rial ludc,ets to ;urcnasihr mat(rials

aryl services directly rely..._, to ,,.structicu Irorrol.ms fre-.

thL system. (n0 can argue about should be included ih

category, but I doubt if the iercynta;:e figl.re is likely to t_xceed

pLrcent ler %n enum, or scthing ler p pil ier year on

al.tL to 1.2! 1 eXi

for all luriosos in of in cchsidorihr Inc wire of

;erformanoe c,ntractinr, tierfore, aLtncritic,-

,..d,:atiLn iil to into acccuh cr the

a7_



so-called educational industry tc undertake, on any large scale,

nationwide cart ratting Which would involve a large increase in taut

percentage. For the truth is that the educational companies are

not big business today. They do not have a large staff of experts

in the management of educational programs, or of specialists in the

various aspects of schooling. Few if any of them could be able, or

perhaps willing, to mount large-scale, gooL7raphically dispersed, and

high quality programs in a hurry, particularly in view of the pos-

sibility of relatively low profit margins. This is especially true,

I think, when one considers the two factor, 7 of public policy and

the state of the art to which I now ask you to direct your attention.

Questions of Public Policy and Legal Authority

We have a deeply rooted tradition that the state hat, the

obligation and the duty to providc an educational program at public

expense. Though the state is the sovereign power in regard to

schools, much policy-making power has bcen delegated to t:-le school

boards elected locally. When Policy - madding functions are delegated

to public officials or bodies, they may not he redelegated to a

private entity. In all phases of performance contracting from ti

contents of the Eequest for -_-roposals to the contract itself, the

board must reserve the policy-making decision to itself and delegate

only "ministerial" :unctions. The dividing line between the,,c

cate gories is olviously difficult to draw, and so far as I knew

there are few judicial deterrlinatics to hell) 115 with this specific

collect. 'There are many details to be considered, varying from

ctato to state iel.ending ntc.t the state contitutiens, statutes,

and regulations. .%.-3 long as tie contracts an- exIJerir:ental

in nature or are to Iroc,Ire ccrsulting services for a di.7,trdct,

there allehrs to to lint legal obstacle that 2annot to :vercemc.

lerfon7ance contracts let to date -- ranging from the

Gary contract for taking over an entire school to contracts merely

to improve the Fi;ills of selected students i:, se_ected sul,leots --

have not, so fr as i i,r.rw, yet been challe.n.7l in the CO'/II.S. If

1,Aforicc contracts tccr-.e a standard iractie,

cu'rt'ly will threaLen the interests of some group who well might
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resort to litigation. Your legal advi.,crs and counsel for potential

contractors can thread their ways through the legal problems and

give appropriate advice so that performance contracts of one sort

or another -- can be legally entered tit-,o; but whethe- such contracts

will meet the objectives of the districts entering ineo then remains

to be seen.

One likely possibility is that the public contracting

authority, in order to carry out its policy-making functions, will

have to specify in the contract the pro,'edures, personnel standards,

curriculums, and relations for the social environment of the school

so precisely that the lerformance contractor will in his "ministerial"

functions have little rrom to move around. State laws and judicial

interpretations ma,; limit the range within which irkno,;ative programs

can 1.2 0(.71duct,A. The irony of the situation is at once apparent:

Performance ,ontracts entered into with the intent of creating

chance and taking advantage of flexible operations nay end up in-

flexible. 'this may not be what the school system had in mind as an

objective. And from the point of view of the performance contractor

it oLvi.:usly reduces the attractiveness of the arrangement from

both the professional and the profitable point of view. Considered

as a long-range business possibility, tightly controlled contracts

(in the sense of limitation on personnel arid j:,ermissible Inrocedures),

which may sub,lect to annual negotiation or cancellation , are r.ot

necs.sarily csyecially to a small-scrite inn:stry which

.6(-Pild Lave to sli-cal itself across thousands of school districts in

The Stat,27.

Eelat,:a ti,_ .ate o the Art

lerfcirriance actual y U r. isur a technic:::

a corn at. that. .'land and i test:,

lire any other divicois, are subject to error

it a f,11. great, a rtA '..-21"CA of 17.,:riEUrtT;',L' .4, era that

`roc. which -ierfoiriance con-

icar3 1 et:I, L(.,rii a 1. cc :. :eciicnee of thi la:ge error of

rieasin.g.c.at is that 1 n cho::::n ths:

rInw Lr, ivy Ia V':'17 t7Cc 1 'ii'_., ,!`2 of sc,.:H .ssf,v
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higher on a correlated posttest even if little real learning has

taken place. In the absence of true experimental. control groups or

longitudinal measurement, regression toward the mean may work to the

advantage of the performance contractor, if rot the student.

There is strong pressure currently to use criterion-referenced

tests in place of standardized norm-referenced tests as measures of

performance and achievement. These have the attractiveness of com-

paring a student's performance with a seemingly objective standard,

instead of with the performance of other students. They also are

likely to be more specifically tailored to the objectives and content

of particular units of instruction than are most standardized tests.

But there is no guarantee that a criterion-referenced test is any

less subject to skill sampling errors than standardized '.gists, and

eventually the standard of satisfactory rerformance on a criterion -

referencod test depends on someone's judgment of what is acceptacle

or desirable. Who shall make the judgment? Certainly not the

Ierfornance contractor.

I do not for a moment intend that this trief excursion

into a few of the technical intricacies and uncertainties of testin

obscure a -.-ery real need. Our e6.ucational s.,Jt.e;-1 has been

table in its distribution of resources to develop human potential.

It has acted selectively on racial and economic bases. Holefully

one thrust of accountability is the intention to redres. that

selectiveness. I would pule that in tic croocss we do everyning

os:; it le to assure that our objectives, procedures, and scez-e::

am.,-.! what they purpirt to de: 'enuint.,. na.,dentials to ed..;catic.r.cyi,

social, and economic !ToLi:lit:, not ()far:: I -a: nu ants a

late'', more tragic letdown.

conclusion on tar technical issue at this 1:oint is

that the standardised tests rust u::Ld at s(47.e -- they're

tie to,-t- we have at the r.,y-ieht -- tut that the criteria cf satfs-

f,rctory rfi.q"17.a-140 in a lerfed7.ance contract Recd the rout careful

and lroiaLl y sh,--11d incTh; follow-,;-, r.2 a E:11

life of a i:ro.lect

The it trmsferUi lity rots to the hoar: of tho

fut.ctioht- of i .,Lf,, r-,ir,ce cchttactir.,-. t,n-n.e.e i'tnction the



one that we hear much about, and the one that in many respects makes

the most intuitive sense. It includes elements of installation,

demonstration, and training. The contractor thus is apt to be (or

should be) particularly interested in the contract plRnninc- prowess.

Who is involved? How did they bec:,me involved? What is the long-

range plan? What action is being taken that gives some assurance

that the school intends to commit itself to adopting the new program

if it is successful?

As far as I know, the turnkey function of perfor.lance

contracting has yet to be shown to occur. And, in nn opinic,n, if

it does occur it will be to a large extent unpredictable, given

the present state of cur knowledge and techniques. At the very

least it will be contingent upon success of the ecntraet, and

results of even the current wave arc not in yet.

I am not trying to lead to the proposition that I Fee

no prospects for transferability. The point I want to make is that

it is extremely important for both tae school and the contractor

jointly to think through the role y?nformance contracts are really

supposed to play in the plans ,a1A progra. ccs of the school, and to

develop means of providing a continuity of good results. The

point indeed leads to another issue, that of feasibility.

There are questions of feasibility from the vicwyoint

of the contractor, the school, and Loth tocother.

Feasitility fer the contractor is, I thin'k, largely a

ratter of his rersc_nnel and of how muci, le knows

]bout his 12---;duct (books, machines, sy llabi, t._chniques, and so cn)

-- what they evh lc, with whom, sn,1 under what. co nditions. And

this will of coarse depend in large 'art on how well they hay been

trir2d and evaluate]. to it sounds, if the contractor does

not h!ivy cwt. csivy and reliaLle 1.erforma_nce data in his files, 1.

is ccurting nasty suririsos. 1-oth school and contractor necd to

re' : of ion ''C-S.tv'jd I 1'orr.anc,.2 carefu] [-o1 n good faith

l'orc C_.:112-int7 into an

I thi..k of feasibIlity lien tLe point o: nee of the school

futurc terms. 1:tvic-..7:ly th school h,ea iittt: to lose
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fiscal], althcugh it may suffer a time loss with a performance ccn-

tract if the p;oject doesn't work. The questions are: Does the

schcp1 have the abi]ity to follow through with successful projects?

Does it haye tits planning know-how? Doc: it understand what it nay

take to adopt and support the program?

Part of this futura aspect of feasibility concerns the

time iod of the contractor's responsibility. For major remedial

programs, rhich I take the current larger contracts to be, a few

years are probably enough to show chat immediate performance results

can be obtained. But it is not enough to show that they can ba

maintained. And it may well not be enough to explicate why they

care about, despite the contractor's brochures and the school's

report to the public. I think both school and contractor lave a

responsibility to that there is sufficient evaluation to make

it reasonably clear what the important reasons for success most

likely are, and one necessary condition for that is time. Yet

school boards may not legally he able to contract for the necessary

long time period because of their inability to bind their succes-

sors in office.

Purse Tentative Concluzions

1. The dividing line between l olicy making and minis-

terial functions is nc_w flhe:y. if and as it Lechles

sarply defined, there is a i:_. siLilitr that

l rformance contract miy lose the advantai;e of the

very of of -rat ion whie:, is argued to Le

their greato: t otre.

inTistry today is neiter ]arge enougn

nor cr,i rd,102 ,Df r.accraylnicli

',.isier,iLn to mouht a nrgt_ -scale ]roi.ran of per

fo.7.anee contracts. ":'el%tiy,ly ;e', Cora ise hay,

combine calLilitie: and ,.xi-ri,nce to

,

t0 i 1: ti a

'.' r,t;r:-, a:, ti.e

is iii: to i- 'ice'...law :ILA ,,r,cart!i



3. The state of the art of setting educational objectiv

and of measuring results is insuf'ieiently developed

to assure responsible public authorities that they

can at once turn ./ith con1'idcnce to a massive use of

performance contracting to solve their problems.

4. Present practice and legal restrictions make lon-

term contlacts difficult to achieve. Yet the state

of the art would seen to require such length of time

before public author ties car be confd-3nt that ti,ey

are acting in the public interest.

From these considerations I can only conclude that ir-

forIvuice contracting is still in the research and development sta,_,

and should be so considered by both public authorities and the

education industry. Too much should not be p-:cmised, nor should

the idea be discarded too hastily for reasons of current educational

politics. We have a long time ahead to sort out the aspects of

public education that can 'safely and wisely be entrusted to th

irivate Lector, and those that can not. The state of the art

coo ccIs cau'icn, ar.d tic state of public education sugge..;t:, rc-

straint on rh,Aoric. As Bob tut. it Acoclinabiiity,

Ferforl-.ance OLntracting, %1'i b ".
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PUBLIC EXI

Jares E. Allen, Jr.

ACCCONTAPIL:ITY --

Ladies ane ;Ilentlen w,,lcorr.e to the Cioai.c
i,ccountaility Earr,'von:

VLat want to 13r a is, are we Care ,Ist -,arkers at
latest medicine shcw or are we C re as real yllysicians, n

new cure:

Are we bit-. 17dB to a 11 the sari!:
that will soothe .,1..1 cart.fe,1-1 1 :t won't reaily hair or chrinc, 'Jr
are we seriu.ls_ly a 'new wc-rder drur"

Cortairrry, Int, an,i c)f e'lucrtaicr IL ay I"'

rtDre thar: a s rypt and th.-r ral
Ans. we just tr;rir.,' the schoels look f-hc: n:

an:::,:er to Jie3, it se:

"1!2:-:t. r : ty

As a mattor cf

IL en a r.a,lor factor in tincati,_n --- rail of h.7::=.

too (Jft.':1; t Ira th,n Lit or r.;

wcy_ftfl1;.- nnscitntific
's 11:r r- -.,,e,"ar-L'y

It a 1,n-,; %7.

th. t17-,e
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might as well go home and forget the whole thing, for such a basis

for accountability can all too easily distort its purpose and limit

its usefulness.

Certainly our school systems want to win back lost

confidence and gain more support, and accountability is th,.- Lest and

surest way to accomplish this But sue. a result will be attained

only if accountability has as its aim genuine improvement and the

elimination of deficiencies that can stand as justification of

confidence and increased support.

Unfortuna' elv, in the minds of too many, accountability

has much too much of a public relations orientation, and this could

be fatal -- destroying the potential of one of the most noTeful

developments in education, and making; it just another of those

cyclical fads that seem to sweep through ti,e educational world,

causinc, great commotion but leaving things little changed after

their passing.

Accountability is more often than not considered in the

narrow sense of assessment and measurement rather than in its tread,r

and more definitive meaning of being responsible and liable. Teas

the question coerce : responsible to wh,..,!--?

If we accert the revise that the schoo s to the

the ;remise ul tHri vr,ich our lublic school stem has teen

-- then the answer is ctvinusly 17,..t what is

Is it (-.)ciety as. a -,mole", It has Lee:, acc,,1tQd

LW:cation syst.t.r, servos all of so,-iety 1.y

rr; , and this servics trncc,mpasses everything from training It:

o .e good citizens, to teachinc them useful skills, makinc

for each in(livulia] to reach self-fillfilletrt,

is it ' D..re the resi very

aycr 1.1.e chool:. ahri dc.:cro. s thc

:3(21,oc 15 le ru:. efficit and '.hat the tax I i I i k e not too



?s it ti,o nrents':' '4:1ey th, ton sonhoi.: e Hoe..o-

their -hildren , and by thi s. a,sually mean thnz they

children to be e.ble cc pErtiripata effectively ix; ;et::

prepa!sed to ma.he

Is It the stucnts Lfin is tic ascot

difficult respon...7,iloility, for the sic-a-A must dc;, with 00 y,Th

of considerinr, and satisfyinc, the needs ann interests of bnth tin

present student and the future adult.

Chviolinly , the concept of accountability as res, non ii

co a very complex C,;12, and the schools cannot LQ cor.;:cierf_:l

accountable in any sirple sense to an one cron-p.. cost

of the whole r..ay in in mind, the essence of co:-,0,:_,r0 13 nht

and means of accountat)ility bct nat./10r with the reattor of

buss . Certainly , then, crucial in tile Objectives of a(ncenr,tai

is an increased resl'oLsiv,...nos of the educatiehal sy -.hese

whom it is supposed to serve.
rerho then influences the syctec;: Tcciat

schools respond':

:1,tudents, icrants, and taxpayers, hove tic influenc. of

consumer and provider, inc , tber,2 is 'little, ci-mortux.Y,::

1,ots'ond individual and oreainis sd rotest rod icri,;1;usi en to IcO' 10

colicy. As providers, the rest effective action icc the che

of withholdira-, finds, wit:, too little r-Trortunity to di:- tihkeisb

between reasons of tax burden and ilbsittisfnatr+,on

roc- 'h.:cation refess ion as a .,:hole is of

inflhotti !IL leaders CT,7,:niZ7111Cn

many Lhinrs i'a-,yond salary arid wore.ion condi t ices Inc ; cci ss.1;n

itself for the no:It ;art (corns the aceroditihi
30t 4.xert r*r,.'at ore on stat.T. cuC ftad,. ral at inn.

..T.chools of I;tti ; ricrc tr.,: teacher: anA a,d.r run

toy f'.1. 0

_r,tnhisn' iehs su-h s be Ai an.,r;

havo neios



2c,al OaraS of e.'ucatir...n nave-

tn: immediate cp!rat (,r: of ne na :r.1 e:v

unap within the Th.jt ef it it, an i fedon I ni

olic:n ; an relationships to the _l'ofessinr., : n

determine the nature of local educational of ortunitv

Tne state has the local reponoild I ity

for the pravisien of education, and its fiscal , rortint,ory ,

supervisory functions profoundly nffct the

performance.

r..he federal ,7overnment because of the :

present conditions and trends in education is aos-,..;m1:;,:

direct and influential role.

Ar,c,nr, all thece interests bean n at -in the

seeking to influence tneir c,rf,unance, ri,ero is ti.e.

actioa? Vaeve is t nf accorJnt aLi. ty a wr,-11:,:-

reality.

in 1-y , it is in t-overnr:ez:t oi t'ne profe

oven itI. 'Letter :vcas exertint, tfleii it fl ana

ti, 10 ; cWer, '±1 can have only a I ir.lteJ rcie.

ii act to Ii.: ,rtn!...'e of the labile': relo.

tl.e zuJi a i,aL. to a Hme r,"

CI 151 0FICC f.J.. a measure c f ja1ji. y

A i rum; s 10. te fea the future of acer and

c fer eiticat is the increasinc of ycot I.

for cha_nre wt. t:. :. le :111 in Freat,4-

it r, lava a ctuaent at Ince:, on con-

sult lrn,t weett ri i.- of

:rovement supp-,,rt of otter ,-roup to re it: force -i.e.

drive for a count a't ..::.courae :10:: 0 17.

ange :11 cone ' reedtad vat n ti ti ' . ,:tt; (only cr...1 Hae younc

insriciits of ne, 'P. 4, ..731 irT, 0 s erve as a

cons ta2 t 2' I Itt t ".*'. oat nit t;.:

r.ust to (.',1,1-1.-t Cc 1. .

g9"



but even with the mazirt..e. ,..:xercis(' of their :o,er, tno
iil] is can only (i4..eservQ aTiri delritnri

profession nave ti) pi'QVid it, rust ann frs.
tae cources.

it cannot be :just rent Jo 1_115'r:it-IF or

to ion r. a kind of Irotective lo:ssyfooting, hotb in roverhnent and
the profession, has characterised efforts to brink aloof real ,7hani---.
in aducation. In seekinr, to avoid stelTing on senitive te,e:c, we
have too often succeeded in rrotectinF the i:Toncssir.,:, at roe

of the children and youth -- a true sil ant rsroiooiti

can one, just now lie{--inn nr to raise its vol ear. : o

In a hroad sense, tie educational rk:s onsi
ft,overnnent at tic state Rad lode cal and t rosi, of tne

on divide, with roe int :ractino and e.r:.-lafir.r, into that cil-
the resj'ousibi 1 it of cr,?atinc those

which foci Education can flourish an.; :bat of tn.: fr,r

-1roducinr Food education within ',hose conditinhs.
inc all] it'; of state and federal covernr.ents to er,-,t,.

condiiiods favoyable for food education ill SC 1rat .'rinn

tff.r.o actions whien shou,d te irnedirutely rotten underay.

first i c. so:: lie overhaul c: tie patterns of ii ci,,aol fin roan

vol no at the federal le';..' 1 cortinatircd-, of con.:olidated sat,.:a H-
eal aids and of -rased cenoral aid, allocated on an
tionjualS, and, attlosteto E2 1, t t -2 stat
or edtstr.ultially all, of the local costs of ci ranitiry and :-,..cenri',r.y

One s,_cond deals ,,,oltn structure. hi the Irderni 3evel
t.d%cution snouid 1 a l2avated to 1.:1-art:ta-nt si.atuo

level rotor.' and a taon:al. adviccry
rank. v old unSure the shari or foe a of c!- a,

visitillty aroi hirh( r stu'.n , sal an advisory counciii would
yart,!.nity for an a b.a.e-ary conou,r,r-,

los end'; e infln-ncf..., of : than raliSioc r

gs
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The council should be bl.artisan with its members

api)e-)inted by the President for staggered terms of sufficient length

to prevent excessive dominance by any one President or political

paty. its basic role should he advisor!, not administrative. As

an established body, not tied to the four -year election cycle, it

could provide a continuity that could help to mitigate the disruptions

of changes in Administration. It could enlighten the nation by

making an annual report to the President and the Congress on the

state of education. it could act as a conscience for the 1.eopae of

the country by both reflecting and arousing eoncern for the well- being

of education.

At the state level, a strengthening of structure is

essential. As the states are now organized and mAnaged, they ore.

in varying degrees, linpreiared to encomp:a..ss the expanded dir,-nsions

of their ed,cational task or to deal with the broadened concepts that

n-w define their sole. 'inus, each state must examine its own

capabilities and undertake, to whatever degree may be necessary, an

overhaul of its arrangeLents for the governance of educat:c.n. Ex-

panded federal support for education should incorporate irc,entives

for modernization of state education structures.

The third action required to aid government in its re-

6Ionsibility for creating the conditions for good education is a

systematic program of research and develoIment- iris aim would be

:iubstantially furthered by Congres::Ional enactment of the legislation

fstalishing a :Fational Institute of Education, 1.roi.osed last year

t: the Iresident.

Obviouly an adequate discussion of these actions soul 3 be

a arc ch in itself, but I cite them because they are, essential to

full effectivene., of the i:ovt,Tn7.cntal role in acccoantabil.ity.

restate the widest real interest in accuntalility, I doubt

t:.lt it will advance e., any )are scal( to the act.icv tai7r! WitLCYA

te fcalized hell st!t

f(.eral cc-v-rh,nt: in 1.(/,



,overnment must assist in developi,ts and making available

ttt., technique and instruments of accountabi lity. qovernment

financing of education must recognize the n:ed for accountability

and use the power of the purse as leveraf.e to encourage -- indeed,

-.here necessary, to require accountability.

Within the profession there is growing support for

accountability, but as is too often the case, it comes primarily

from those who are already productive, with support tacking vhere

accountability is most needed.

The resistance to accountability is understandable. In

the minds of many, it sets up n'I ima e of excessive testing and

measurement, inimical to initiative and imagination. It implies

criticism, generates defensiveness, and leads to a kind of

pass-the-buck attitude.

An acceptance of accountability requires a perspective

that recognizes the indivisibility of education and concentrates on

its purpose.

This kind of perspective hac become increasingly difficult

as the numbers to be dealt with, and the expanoing dimensions and

character of education, have produced an .11due: co,ncr-ntration urea

t1H parts rat'ier than the W.tole.

ie,-,pite the vast machinery f the system, however,

education's purpose is still simple the deveicgment of the

intellect and the discovery and cncourgemont of and

talent. In, attempting to achieve thin purpose on such a large

scale, each of the varlos 'arts of the enterprise has itself Le-

conte so i=..n3e a3 to r'.,_mand degree of attention that excludes,

cr makes very dilTiedlt, a constant mindfulness of its place within

tne whole.

kind of ecmlIrtm_ntaliation tr,i larticulhri'laticn

of four: , this concentration narrow sell-interets, L')E,1_ le

disc-olirgei for they net ta destriy the ccnc,Irtei alpn_ach of all

ce!-Tonent.: of the that is reiuirod for rofer; and

change -- for niece} Lance and adaltaticn to e oncelt as hasic and

ar-reachi:- - and holful -- as acconntahility.



In relation to this point, I read with much interest the

New York Times report of a speech by Buckminster Fuller, delivered

last week at a meeting of the American Association of Museums, in

which he said: "We have so many specialized abilities we can blow

ourselves to pieces, but we have no ability to coordinate ourselves.

I see our society as very powerfully conditioned by its reflexes,

with very, very tight ways of functioning. And that is dangerous

-- so dangerous that if man does not stop thinking locally and make

the grade as a world man we may not be able tJ continue on this

planet." The news report continued -- "Citing the need for

'synergism,' thinking in terms of the whole rather than its pa,ts,

Mr. Fuller urged the dcvelopment of more Leona:do-type men, who

could think in such terms."

More synergistic thinking within the profes-..ion can be a

strong aid to a widespread acceptance of the necessity of accounta-

bility.

By this time, if there was ever any Coubt in your minds, it

must be obvious that I believe the accountability bandwagon is on the

move because .eeountability is the most promising cure for many of

education's most, serious ills.

The public to whom accountability is due is becoming more

and more aware of this possible remedy and is also much more

sophisticated and able to detect any attempts to substitute more of

the same old brew in new bottles.

The responsibility for prescribing this remedy and for

getting it into action rests primarily with government and the

profession - - and if we fail now to follow through, to make accounta-

bility a reality, the resulting loss of confidence and withholding o!'

support will make the present doubts about the effectiveness of our

schools look like a veritable avalanche of appTobotion.
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THE ROLE OF EVALUATION
IN ACCOUNTABILITY

Henry S. Dyer

AND VICE VERSA

Three events in the history of American education illuminate

some of the more important roles that evaluation must play in any

system of educational accountability.

I

The first event occurred in 161,7 when the Great end General

Court of the Nassachusetts Bay Colony enacted -hat the history books

refer to as the Old Deluder ;',titan Law.
1

This, you will remeabor, was

a law that sought to foil the designs of the devil by insistin,7 that

every child in the Colony be taught to read and write. It held each

town accountable for providing this instruction out of

funds. And it backed up its mandate with an annual fin-. of five

pounds to be lev:ed on any town that failed to comply.

One reason, no doubt, that the Puritan Fathers were able

to get away with this high handed infringement on local autonomy

was that there was general agreement in those nays on the ends and

means of education. All children rust he tauFht to read so that

they could have direct access to the Scriiturea and thereby hove an

cl.anc,' of avoidin;7 etornal darnatien. One of the ma or

iroblem3 in ed-lcati d these days is that le,ciAe not all tint

clear rind convinced about ihe ends ani moans of eddcation.
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One reason for this state of affairs has been suggested

by Lawrence Cremin:

"...too few educational leaders in the United States are

genuinely preoccupied with educational issues bscause

they have no clear ideas about education... They have

too often been managers, facilitators, politicians in

the narrow sense. They have been concerned with build-

ing buildings, balancing budgets, and pacifying parents,

but they have not been prepared to spark a public de-

bate about the ends and means of education."
2

Another reason for the fuzziness about ends and means is

that educational goals as commonly formulated by educational

philosophers have tended to be cast in such sweeping generalities

and remote ideals that they have left school people at a loss to

use them meaningfully for assessing the actual on-going operations

of their institutions. This statement is not intended to denigrate

the efforts of educational philosophers. Their ideas are a neces-

sary, if neglected, ingredient of the process by which usable goa's

can be defined and applied in co.lcrete instances. Lot they are cnly

the beginninll o: the prccess; the gulf between the expression of

educational ideals and any practical measure of their realization

is so wide and deep that few if any working educators lava been

able to find their way across it

The educational oratory slen'-' of goals like "self-

fulfillment," "responsible citizenship," and "vocational effective-

ness;" the assessment of school efficiency in specific cases

usually depend.; on such measures as retention rate, college-going

rate, average daily w.tendance, and performance on reading tests.

Vhether there are any rational connections between the numbers

the slogans is a ratter that is rarely considered. The asst;74tion

to implicit, for instance, that the longer a youngster

stays in school, the greater vil] be his chances of ,

er that the higher his real]: score, tie mare li'kely that he will

iecc:-a: a r-slcnsidle 1.1t, such assuritions left large],:

an.l is 3.artc-I:al cas, to civiv,;sly In Wit. CYi
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the answer to the all-iiil.ortant question, 'dcccu table for :;at.?" is

left hanging in mid-air.

Therefore, one important decisive role that evaluation

must play these days in any educational accountability sy,item, which

is not designed solely to find scapegoats to assuage our collective

guilt, is that of helping all of us sort out and evaluate our educa-

tional goals and objectives, so that. we can begin to get sore definite

nil agreed-upon ideas of where we want the schools to be taking us

as well as our children, and what we think the priorities ought to be:

Over the years there have been some 1,romising efforts in

coping with this problem of goal-setting at a practical but a

of still remains to be done if the community served by the schools

is to become as deeply and significantly involved in the Iroci.iss as

it must be if the notien of accountability is to make any sense at

all in shaping clucation to fit the individual needs of th,::

as well as Lao needs of the troubled society that they are ge:hg.

to inherit.

I I

The next historical event , illustrative cf an.tner ssfa21

of the accountability doctrine in education, oc2urred narly 3(10

years after the enactment of the Old 1eluder fat no irtu -- in 1132 to

1_2 exact. ibis is a bit of ler:;.;ial nis,tory, for it was in 1130 that

I had my own first traugatic exieriece of being held Irefessicnnlly

accountable as a teacher. I was in r;;..' first job teachihg senicT

1.1glish. I licvl one Id:rt.icularly ,,o.,;11-- student whcn;e lan-nts were

bound ind determined that i.e should be shoe-horned into a certain

prestige collnge that I firmly folirved was well teycnd is eaiabil-

ities. Thy principal tave me to larlerst -.11d iii no nncertin ters tat,

for rz.' lart in this Irrecess, I was to be held accountable for sceiLg

to it that Inc boy :ca..sl the old style C;,.11c.go Pearl -x%-t in inglisl;

at a lcvel that would make is alt,Issible to the college his ; arehto

had chosen for hi . The ir,lica'icn W13 that if the toy failLi to

ma1te it, the rcd.mw,1 ol s;,' cant.-'lot w..dld ic 11. doul . i;, ,

ei:fel-ranee as a t,..acLor was to be evninatel, nt last in 1,:rt. on

ow tint stnTent ierf rmc_d on that .



Back in the 030,s the College Hoard ,:.xams unlike tbaro

of today had passing, scores which were defined in terms of per-

fonnance criteria laid down by the examiners. Today, I suppose

those cl d-fashioned exams of forty years ago, with all their prE-

stur.ed faults , would have probably quail fled as "criterion-referenced

tests." It is curious how history -- even in testing -- seems to

be repeating it 'elf.

In airy -ace, what did I do to prove my accountability in

that situation? How did I go about getting students to meet the

criterion set up by that old-time criterion-referenced test in

English? I did what many other high school teachers were doing in

those days. I crammed my students on all the old College Board

exam questio7-Is of the preceding, ten years, filled the kids up with

canned themes so that they might appear to write profoundly, though

-possibly a Lit irrelevantly, on any topic that the examiners might

dreo:i; up, and ground the standard literary classics into their

heals until they were thoroughly sick of them.

co doing I fulfilled my obligation and IV contract .as

renod. weal,iect student passed th e English entrance

flying colors. Ho was admitted in feptenber 193C to the collo:J..

his rarentc end chosen. He flunked all of his mid-semester exam ha-

tien: :,',..vembf.:r 19't(3, and was fired shortly thereafter. 12;y r.,:et-

ing iT otli,'ation under the narrow definition of teacher account-

th,2n In,.7ailing, I bad succeed,:1 in re: wring the ct1;;,,,nt to

bec,..:.:e a failure in college.

at de es t: is episode suggest at out the role of - 1,11

ti on in rtr, accc antts iii ty sys tern? It sug,tests that if the sye

is to work to the I enef it rat her the dctrim, of the

eeFle who to to Seiie.,01 r7,11::'t 1C. CLI.tirl,J9.21:: awl

evaluatin- s ide-effects ai_r--e:':ect. of at ttces Cr

1: classixt:.. "or if, I,: the irocrcoe.- vi er.11--y, v thci a.]-

Or'::, to i.acs te.-ts at the exi-ense of Ionizing hate the c:1..:1c.ct

in hici. t%:.:st the7., or to it the 'whole idea Cl

moos t ite we '1°1'er-it the OZC Of ei'''S:tiOn 7.1.,1 rail to

cc !:CCCeint7t.t.i0
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The armamentarium of educational and psychological measure-

ment contains a good many instiuments of various types for evaluating

students' attitudes toward learning, toward themselves, and toward

one another. Admittedly these instfunents are still pretty crude.

The state of the art in 4he measurement of attitudes, values, and

the like was summed up by David Krathwohl and his collaborators in

these words in their book on educational objectives in the ,,ffective

domain:

"...we cite many techniques for appraising such objectives,

but we are fully aware of the fact that much must be done

before the development of testing ter'hnioues in the effec-

tive domain will reach the rather high state of clarity

and precision which is now possible in the cognitive

domain."4

Nonetheless, if, as wf have been saying along, the

schools are to be concerned about she development of the whole

child, we nad better make judicious but regular use of the best of

these techniques. Pe it noted, however, that such tech!.iques

should net, in my view, t.2 used as a basis for evaluating the

children the.7.selve::.. They should to used, rather, as a basis for

coming as cicse as nossible to evaluating the full ir.pact that

schooling may be having upon the lives of the children. Insofar as

schools fail to do their best to seek out this kind of evaluative

information about themselves regularly and routinely they are

failing to te acceuntatle in any educationally accoctal.. sense f

the word.

III

The third historic date in the develont of the 1-in-

ciple of accountatility in education was 4ril 1965 -- the date

the Elc:.entary and Fccondary Education As..t was signed into

law. You r.Icall that clauses 5 aid 6 in ction 205 (a) of

tip original Act Irovided that irocedres to adsltd for annually

evaluating ircrams designed to meet ti.e needs of educationally

deprived children and that the evaluative data accruing from these
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procedures were to be incorporated in annual reports from each local

education agency to the state education agency and thence to the

federal government.5 he purpose of course was to try to account

for the incremental e''.ational. benefits that the federal dollars

were buying, and it is this aspect of the evaluation/accountability

equation that is understandably uppermost today in the minds of many

taxpayers and their representatives on school boards and in legisla-

tive bodies.

In view of the agonizing fiscal crises in so many school

districts, this is, of course, a legitimate and urgent concern. It

is a concern, however, tnat generally has overlooked the difficult

problem of providing the needed evaluative information. The authors.

of one intensive study of the early functioning of E.S1-.A have said

that when ESEA was in its first weeks and months of implementation

.., the infrastructure of systematic program evaluation was either

monexistent or woefully primitive."
6

Anyone who has kept up with

attempts to evaluate ESEA programs -- particularly Title I programs

-- in the last six years knows that this statement is still largely

true, in spite of some noble efforts to lick the problem. At least

Fart of the reason is that there are still nowhere near enough

leople out there in the school districts who know how to put a de-

pendatle and meaningful evaluation pre ;ram together -- one that is

capable of genuinely and devmthlly relating educatic.nal benefits

to educational costs, and this despite numerous atte:%pts to ay.pdy

to the educational enterprise such ay-lc:ruing notions as cost-

effectiveness, planning-progr=ing-1,Ageting, ma.n.gement infori-A-

t;on systems, and the like.

Pe all this as it may, it seems to me that the most

imyortant aspect of Section 205 of ESEA is not that it ay; to

hold local school systems accountable for making educational

ircdyce a measurable pay -off in tutu lear,..ing. In y.oint ,Lf

fact it did nothing of the If you read the original ;not cars.

fully , you come to realise that all it called for was mrely a

rendez-D:1: of an ,:ceounti.1=.7 -- an evaluation, if you will of

was going on in title I programs and how well they were working..

tic emlhasis was, still is, on obnlective and accurate annul

4/7
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reports on how the educational process is functioning on behalf of

students and how much money is being spent in the effort. This is

a type of annual report that had never been produced before and, to

ro, knowledge, has not been produced yet. We may know how much we

spend on textbooks, on teachers' salaries, on busing, on food ser-

vice, and so on, but we still do not know how to cost out a program

in elementary school reading, or high school science, or health, or

whatever in such a way that we can actually isolate the costs of

each program per se and relate those costs to the children's growth

in reading competence, or their love of books, or their physical

well-being.

When you put the pTohlem of rendering an accounting in

thL, way, you may well begin to wonder whether the problem, like

that of squaring the circle, can ever be solved. It suggests that,

in approaching the question of how to render an accounting of what

is going on in an educational system, there is a real question of

how far the accountability concepts that may he useful in the con-

trol of industrial systems can be applied to school systems. For

the production of learning and human -welopment is hardly anala-

gous to the production of soap or cat food or space vehicles.

Moreover, the measurement problem in each case is dust

about as different as it can be. In trying to achieve accurate

m-asurement of the inputs and outputs of the industrial enterprise,

one is concerned with raking the human facts._ in the measurement

process as small as and in many orcas the instruentatdon

for .'..is purpose k,a, b,:cene remarkably aut,)mat' and efficient.

In the merr-zurement of the coni-Ave and psychosocial functioning of

students, ,r-2wever, the hnrui factors are the very esoenLe of what we

z-e tryinr to Leasure and evaluate. Cosequently, when we speak of

measuring such human qualities as problem solving in 7.atheatios, or

tepher effectiv,:ness, or vocational aspirations, we are speaking of

a irocess vastly different from that ,f LeasurIn electric

ultput, or tie noise level in co7..Lunientic lines, or Inc

trr,jectory of r, the diff:?rence is sc great that en

atomic acic tist cohcernel with measuring the spend of electrons tree
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suggested to me that we should probably drop the word measurement

altogether when dealing with educational and i.sychological phenomena.

He may well have been right, for I suspect that much of

the misinterpretation and over-interpretation of test-score data

that bedevils so much educational thinking stems from the failure to

realize that the metaphor of the yardstick, or the chronometer, or

the ammeter, or whatever is a wholly inappropriate metaphor when one

is trying to e/aluate pupils' development and the educational pro-

grams and environmental conditions that affect it.

I do not intend the foregoing to mean that, in some

appropriate sense, the measurement of pupil performance is a hope-

less or futile endeavor. Quite the contrary! Furthermore, such

measurement is indispensable if we ever expect to render a rational

rather than a purely intuitive accounting of how schools and school

systems are doing. But the rendering of such a:.counts in education

is not likely to be very sound or instructive if educational

decision-makers think that assessing the qu:Ility of human learning

and development is on all fours with measuring the qualify of 1/idgets.

IV

To recapitulate ,riefly at this point, what sort of per-

spective on the evaluation/accountability equation do the three bits

of 'Astor/ provide? First, the Puritan Fathers who wrote the Old

Deluder Law were so sure of their educational objec,,ives and the

means ty which they were to be attained that tdey were able to get

away with holding every school djscrict accoun'.able for providing a

particular tyl,e of instructional service. They did not, however,

concern themselves with the evaluation of the effects of the instruc-

tional service provided, since they nssued that that would ne taken

care of by more remote means cn the Lay of the Last. J1-dgment. They

were apparently of the lossibilities of evaluation as a

form of self- correcting feedback.

Lack in 1-,c30, I ass hcld accountable for Irclu:ir.c; a cer-

tain single measiratle result, and Ly that re.;111t my rerfon7.alse

was evaluated. There was, h-_we,-er, no olligaticn ',;i-bn me to account,
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fol the means by which I obtain"d the result. the feedback was sure

and swift, but it was what Norbert Wiener would have called defec-

tive feedback inasmuch, as it included no information on any side-

effects or after-effects my toaching methods may have been having

on the student.'

ESKA holds school. districts accoc.ntable for rendering an

accounting -- that is, f providing an evaluation -- o: the effects

of the programs being federally funded, but it says nothing abut

any punitive action that might be taken if the hoped-for results of

the programs are not forthcoming. That is, is calls for effective

evaluative feedback -- which incidentally it has not yet 1)::,n able

to get in any comprehensive way but it does not specify how

the feedback would be used if it were obtainable.

In looking back over those three aspects of the role of

evaluation in the evaluation/accountability _question, ohe gets

the feeling that something is missing and that that something is

to be supplied by a reversal of roles. In addition to thinking of

the role of evaluation in an accountability s;,,qtem, one needs to

think also of the role of accountability in al evaluation system.

Which is to say thct if educational evaluation programs are to

serve any useful educational iurposc, then those who support and

manage school systems must to male accountable in three ways: (1)

for seeing to it that the evaluative info-nation the programs pro-

vide is as Rs it can Le, (2) fol teeing to it that the inf-d-na-

tion is interpreted ;ithin the limits imposed by the nature of the

data, and (3) for seeing to it that the infon:.ation is used in some

.systematic fashion to find ways of continually bettering the quality

of instrucuion for all the children in al2. the schools.

A 'inal comment or two on each of these throe points is

now - cder.

1. Now to rake sure that the information an evaluation

LI:c,Eram pr:d.'ide:: is a as it can means first of all

selecting tests other instruments that tro well - crafted anci

well-vali,latcd for the IAIrIoscs to which are to to

is to,i: of literature on Low to make such selections

oa.

A
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and an even larger body of measures from which to select.
8

This

material should be conscientiously examined before picking any test

for use in the schools. Heconu, it means that the tests shall be

administered in a manner that guarantees, insofar as possible, that

the students know what they are expected to do and that they will

do the best they can. This may seem painfully obvious but the

fact of the master is that test data are too often invalidated right

at the source because of maladministration. Finally, and equally

obviously, t. tests must be scored with scrupulous accuracy. I

mention these humdrum rules only because I an impressed by the

fact that the failure to observe the:1 is usually overlooked as a

possible explanation of why the pupils in some schools appear to

perform surprisingly higher or lower than their counterparts in

other schools.

2. ':ow to make sure that the results are interpreted

within the limits imposed 11 the nature of the data. Here we are

in consithrably deeper trouble because it is abundantly clear that

most consumers of test results seem to be amazingly unaware of the

limitations of such data. Cne of the glaring problems in this

co-nection is that of getting those who make educational decisions

on the basis of test scores to realize that the best of achieve-

ment tests is never more than a sample of a student's performance

and is therefore nevitab..y subject to sampling error. This simply

means that f his score on, soy, an arithmetic test places him ri.7;crig,

the tottom third of his classmates today, his score on an alternate

fern of the same arithmetic tcst taken the very next day has a good
a

chance of placing him arr.a.ig the riddle third of his classmates.'

Failure to rec-.gnize this inherent tounciness of test scores can

and does lead to all sorts of mistaken conclusions about tee effec-

tivene:,s of remedial progi a.-.s for students vh,) are selected for such

irry.u:ms on the te.sis of their low achievement test scores.

1.!leth.i. glaring probler. ir. the i -terpretation of academic

achievement tests hac to do with the kinds of nuf-,bers in whIch the

neas,.ires are custo.7.1rily exiresed namely, so-called grade-

n,:ivrilcncy scores. i'xcept for the notorious 1Q, these are probably
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the most convenient devices ever invented to lead people into mis-

interpretations of students' test results. Both the IQ and grade-

equivalency scores are psychological and statistical monstrosities.

I have elsewhere defined the IQ as "a dubious normative score...

that is based upon an impossible assumption about the equivalence

of human experience and the opportunity to learn. 'dp A grade-

equivalency score has many of the same properties, and as such it

lures educational practitioners to succumb to what Alfred North

Whitehead called "`.the fallacy of misplaced concreteness.hhll

There is not enough time here to go into all the irration-

alities that underlie the construction of grade-equivalency scales,

nor all the misconceptions they generate in the tublic mind about

what achievement tests are saying about how well students and

schools are doing. Instead, I urge you to read a recent brilliant

paper by Roger Lennon, entitled "Accountability and Performance

Contracting.
u12

Lennon's credentials are among the best, since he

is senior vice president of the company
13

unat published two of

the most widely used and well-cu,structed achievement teat batteries

-- the Stanford and the lietropolitan -- both of which, interestingly

enough, have grade-equivalency scales attached to then. I have

said the paper is brilliant; one might also call it courageou,

because in it Lennon, from his own intimate knowledge of the sub-

ject, spells out in considerable detail Touch that is at curd, wrong,

and misleading about grade-equivalency scales and why such nunIers

should not to eni.loyed for expressing the results of otherwise use-

ful achievement tests, or for assessing professional accountability,

CT for determining how :-.11ch educational contractors should be

Jr his frank discussion of this and other similar treble:-:s

in tie interpretation of educational measuremcnts, Lennon nicely

excco'1ifies an ir4.ortai.t aspect of the role of accountallity in

educational evaluation.

3. 'Firal/y, how to use evaluative data in a siL=e:vatic

".ion to fin-1 wo of cotinulllv lettering iLstrstic_n for all t .2

ci;ildrr.n in n11 to :C1.0°_. . it seer;_ to Os', if the

that lies ahead, if i.lucatjonal eva.uaticn iS to filfill its
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And it brings me to the questions in your conference program that

I am expected to answer. I shall now try to answer them:

1. Can the relevant inputs, outputs, and conditions of

operation [of educational systems] be satisfactorily measured? The

answer is, "Yes, for the most part they can be, if school systems

will make the kind of informed and serious effort required."

2. If so, what are the appropriate techniques? The

answer to this question is necessarily somewhat complicated. But

it does have an a. war, and anyone who is seriously interested in

finding it might begin by examining two of the articles that appeared

in the Phi Delta Kar:van of December 1970 -- the one by Stephen Barra

and the one by me.

3 If not, what remains to be done? I have already said

that adequate evaluative techniques are available if one has the

will to them. Nevertheless, it must be said that we do need

better measures than we now have of the personal-social development

of students, better measures than we now have of the many factors

inside and outside the school that influence students' over-all

development, and ,nore particularly better ways of observing and

describing what actually toes on day by day in the teaching-learning

process. by this I mean that we need far better ways of systemati-

cally monitoring and describing what is really going on behind the

facade of fancy la..1..els by which we characterize so many so-called

innovative programs. like I.T.A., I.P.I., G.S.A., the Open Classroom,

the Discovery and so on ad infinitum. I an convinced that

we can obtain these kinds of information if we hav, rill to

do so.

4. Finally, ore different technique:: needed for different

types of educational system:;? And here rj an,ver is, "Yes, lit..."

Yes, the evaluative techniques one would use for r. small hr:,mogeneous

educational syster:, such as ,.)ne might find in a s.:turlail community,

wcild bf, different :,nt also sPtisfactory ts, one would

use fur a ]Lrge h,,,,2rjeneous system, such as one mi;;',t fihd in a

large city. i it the lest way for hemog,:neous systems to

secure the mo:,t neful evaluative data about the effectiveness of

their ctIcatial iregrans is for t},,_1 to join forces, evaluative
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purposes, with other systems, possibly on a state or regional basis,

so as to enhance the possibility of uncovering, through well-worhed-

out statistical analyses involving all the schools, those educational

innovations that have the best chance of paying off for their own

students.

Ny answers to all of these questions are meant to imply

that an evaluation system express,' designed to keep the quality of

instruction continually rising will be a highly complex system. One

might prefer something simpler. But I suggest that, in the highly

complex world in which we now have to live, sinplistic approaches

are not likely to help us much in finding our way to education for

either the good life or the good society.
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:::dythe 0. Gaines

A WAY CUT OF IRE TAI;Gi.:ED WOE

0 what a tanFled web we weave when first we practise

to -- to chance what educational consumers (pupils, yarents, yublic)

had in mind when t'ley applied the ten accountability to education

into somethinc orefessionals in elucaticn believe they can Ilive

17:01. comfort ably. Ratner sir:pie-to-understand and straicLtfoi-ward

notions have It:en all 1..t I uried in a r",,E, :7 of calculations, com-

llications, 1;rotestat ions , and concatenations . that rotito,

cur rrofecs:ion ic in danc,:r of ricsit.,- op;.orttinity to save

rofession, to raise it to of :esicct

%FA nf stltus, to brde the cd.er-wi,ieninc car 1 otween eiticators si

tt.ir various rublics, and to coin a ruc'...nc.t:,led r.easure of

across the 1.attle-scarred fields. ihtss in ,rec,,,-Jnt tipes ?inve

to a ,]'rat ,2 ac fron tie cilai7.ants cdr s:ervices, th,.t if
,-rens in this cei.:ntry, o:.e

is -it 1' a.:t fc'ir a.hd as

i Colu.72tds.

IT

also t-he la.ty. it t.ni.l co:.tent:.



First, in ccbuntalities where citizens vote directly on educa-

tion taxes, the question has been raised in the coatext of school

bond issues. "Parents and taxpayers" groups, with very strong emphasis

on "taxpayers," have rebelled against the rising costs of education

without receiving an equivalent rise in client satisfaction with what

the education dollar is buying.

Second, when legislators were persuaded to vote allocations

of funds cEpecially for programs designed to improve educational

results for the "economically and educationally disadvantaged" student,

they iii;:isT,ed upon proofs, to be provided by evaluation studies, that

the money spent brought about the results intended.

Third, there were parents and students and members of the

public who were the traditional supporters of education -- usuali:

supporting, bond issues, higher education taxes, higher teacher

salaries, and greater expenditures for education generally -- who

began to have serious doubts as to the ability of the public schools

to educate their children effectively. The patently-easy-to-see,

clearly evident massive failure of the schools to educate the children

of the poor and of minority groups brought cries for accountability

from these groups early on. Upon closer inspection, parents from

other walks of life began to percei-le that, their children, too, were

not getting the kind of education to which the parents aspired.

Coalitions began to form -- shaky but there, nonetheless -- Letwecil and

among a broad spectrum of parents, all demanding better lerformance on

the part of the schools and couching their demands in terns of pro-

fessional accountability. While this group traditionally has ,ict

begrudged education a full measure of financial support (quite the

contrary), today it, too, i[ asking uarching questions about the uses

to which educational resources are being put, in terms of the results

that are forthcoming.

It is with reference to this last-me.ltioncd group that my

remarks will deal. It is this group whcse alltr.atin should be

'articular concern to lublic school leople, ion 't constitutes our

traditional base of support. Loss of t),!s s or
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with no foundation at all on which to rest. The continued existence

of public education hangs in the balance. Can anyone deny that?

Given the stakes, one must be appalled at the response

our profession has made to calls for accountability on the part of

this group of people. When parents asked why their children were

not getting the kind of results from schooling they had hoped for

and expected, the response has been one or more of the following.

One response: There is something wrong with your child.

The message is never given in so straightforward a manner as this.

It is couched in such descriptive terms as culturally deprived,

socially disoriented, linguistically handicapped, educationally

disadvantaged, neurologically damaged, genetically weak, percep-

tually impaired, emotionally unstable. But these terms are almost

never accompanied by unassailable evidence about the accuracy of

the label as applied to that individual child. These terms tend,

instead, to be group labels, and parents rightly are not about to

accept such unproven labels as being applicable to their child.

Moreover, parents know that something must be wrong with the

diagnosis when too many children fall within the "problem" cate-

gories. Parents easily accept the thought that one or two percent

of the children may fit one or more of these descriptions. When

the figure gets to be more than l0 percent, parents begin to be

concerned about the accuracy of the date. Although they may not

complain, they become alert and watchful. But when the "problem"

or failing children get to be CO percent to 80 percent of the total

pupil population, as is the case in several poorer neighborhoods in

the city, then nothing is goinF, to convince paren:s that the problLm

lies with the children and not with the schools .- and they are right!

Another response: There is something wrh_g with the

surrounding environment. Again, other terms are used -- such as social

disorganization, societal factors, the poverty cycle. The problem

with this is that larenls know ±11l about the surrounding environmenL

(after all it is tht,v, not the professionals, who live there). But

they fail to see, al,d thor Irofsionals have failed to prove, a



one-to-one relationship between a child's reading retardation and

whom the child's parent is sleeping with. Indeed, if sleeping only

with one's bona fide, certified husband or wife were a precondition

for learning to read, then precious few children from the upper

middle to u:Ter upper social strata would learn to read. Parents

are mindful of the fact that the public schools in the case of the

earlier minorities, the European irreigrants, specifically accepted

the responsibility of bringing the children of the poor into the

mainstream of life in this country. They do not understand why the

schools have lost that earlier sense of mission and the accompanying

skills to carry it out.

Another response: The schools cannot be solely responsible

for all of today's ills, including pupil failure; the schools cannot

be held accountable for everythi. But, dear colleagues, don't you

know that parents already know that; that parents are gully aware

that schools cannot to expected to do everything. However, the

distance between not being held accountable for everything and not

being held accountable to- anything is quite a distance indeed -- one

that parents and students simply cannot be expected to accept. We

can't have it both ways, you know. We can't say to the public on

the one hand that the schools are institutions vital to the general

health and welfare of this nation, thus deserving strong and expensive

support, while saying on the other hand that the schools cannot assure

the nation that they can bring about any of the outcomes expected of

institutions which are vital to the general health and welfare of

the nation.

Another response: Standardized test scores cannot

aupropriately be used to _ilddiT the effectiveness of individual teachers

nor of school units. But think a bit. Why do parents place such

confidence in the value of standardized test scores as measures of

success and effectiveness? 'Inc, answer is that we, the professionals,

have taught them to so regard these scores. Look at how we have used

them. We have deemed then to Lc accurate a measure that we use tlem

to group children; to select tho:,e 1.'io are going to get "enrich(26"



curriculums and those who are g)ing to get educational pablum; to

,determine who will go into the 'academic" track and who will go into

"commercial" or "general" track: in 1-, igh school; to determine who

will go to college and who will not. indeed, we have used them to

determine the life chances of otr youth.

Given this example on the part of professionals, is any

wonder that parents have logically concluded that standardized test

scores are quite accurate and quite legitimate measures of succ,....ss

and effectiveness? Why not, then, apply these miraculous measuring

tools to a determination of the uccess and effectiveness of i rid vi d-

ual educators and of school unit:?

I;o, it is we educators, not the laity, who ire dealing in

non sequiturs and logical inconsi ;tencies when we say (throngi. our

behavior if not our words) that t..esc test scores can make clear

determinations atilt the performarn e of pupils but act about

educators and schools.

:;gain, we cannot have it both ways. Parents undoubtedly

will give up the idea of rating educators in terms of test res,.lts

educators give up rating chil iron by these measure:;. ;.

poor scores do not automatically d( note a poor student (and vi2,'
versa) will parents concede that pc or resujts do not out .);r:at i cal 1

denote poor educators.

response: him cc local.. of accohataIj t;,_ L:2.

urement of tile narrowest as ects of ;ducatio3, t112.:__2i

that eau 2aua.at i lied and measured let, t 7 moat t

.ducati on are human and humane ad these will art, p I' is

!:eu,alt d'u-i ity ono Therefere le t us not ',.av, one tn,

d.st irotest too r.)ich. Parents aid 3 t..1.z12rit..;- ; ;eve r

,.,;d ity measures I iritel to aln,erier3.1 y ;A 121 %I-1"i: .-
.:,tics. huite the cLntrar,r. 'Hwy 0.0 very Into :5 C, t h

CII:r_tnIZatl'31)ii el ir.ritC2 'Ai, at ti tud, s rind no] ive ILL. 1 ,:a;.11b.lai His 5

the 1 ity u;' t',i for c, trr,n.acti that ,,;cur in .1.(-,c s

, too, tliey want r.ucl, t at.(2Vt:3

Is: tools. I ri
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that such tools are mth core the darlings of the professiona]s than

they are of the laity. We created them; we gave them status; we use

them pervasively.

No, parents I.re not satisfied merely with accountability

with respect to the "3 Is." Parents simply say tha% schools ought

at the very_ least be able to tench the "3 Bs" after centuries of

continuous experience. It is precisely for this reason that parents

are appalled to see that schools cannot even succeed in teaching some

of their pupils mastery of these ancient and basic tools for further

learning.

Another respz13e: Since certain children are doing poorly_

on LAandardized tests, let's not administer these tests to them at all.

Constant failure on these tests is destructive of the children's

confidence and sense of self-worth. Let us not subject them to this

linTroductive v,ajn. Indeed, let us choose to teach other things at

wh;cil children can be more successful. must confess that the
.

tire: I heard this argument I couldn't believe my ears. Yet,

heard arument advanceo again and again and by people who

telves to be on the side cf these children." (Please

tH.t- th, ,!_x!riori, "these ,:hildren.")

Intents hardly krow what to say to this argument. It is

so Cu (,c;: full of patrc'nizing insult to their children. It is a

cleric call for goal displacement.

not to ate that standardized tests are good or

or .`ell- constructed or anytaing else. It Is to say that parents

u,leet a double standard in educa-iion. they also suslect that behind

t its "hind" ar:tmrnt lies a lesire on the part of educators to hide

tHe evidence of tf.:eir tc, effectively educate "these children."

Another resuonser Accotntabilitv is an extremely comulex

noion, It regtires knowlecics and tools not presently available tc

ts. We do rot have leduateleasuring tools, In fact we don't even

hove an accurate and agreed -upon definition of that which is to be

r:Pa:;ureAi th,?refor,_ve cannot really, have an accountability system

at_this__Icint_in.ti7. Here 1,1. ret a (Hrcular argument. When all
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the limitations and restraints and complications are explained to

them, parents say that they were never asking for an accountability

system measured with the accuracy of calipers. They say that they'd

be content to have effectiveness bear some relationship to results as

seen in pupil performance. But when parents say that, educators

immediately warn that student performance is a function of "countless

other variables which are often uncontrollable and too multi-dimensional

to analyze effectively." The author of that statement (Allan C. Ornstein

in a paper called "Methods for Conducting Teacher Behavior Research:

With Implications for Educating the Disadvantaged," based on his un-

published doctoral dissertation, N.Y.U.) went on to argue that there

is no agreement as to what constitutes desirable student behavior;

therefore, there is no way to tel.:L whether or not a teacher is or is

not getting the desired results. In other words, you can't get there

from here.

Parents rejoin, "Fellows, stop making it so complicated.

We didn't ask you to calibrate every asruct of our child's function-

ing. We just asked you to stop producinc; functional illiterates who

riot only hate school but also are frequently totally turned off to

learning by the time school is finished with them. We ask you to

stop changing bright-eyed, alert, ready- and - eager- to- learn kinder-

garteners into glassy-eyed, surly, and turned-off secondary youth

who think of school mostly as a place to 'get in, get through, and

get out.'"

Parents know that it is absurd to suggest that we can

measure with absolute precision and exactitude the degree to which

crr individual professiona!'s input results in a specific and identi-

fialAu outcome in terms of individual pupil performance, and they

know that it is dbourd to suggest that we can get such exact measures

with respect to the effectiveness of school units. To use this as an

argument, hcw.:ver, to suggest that nothing can be learned about the

impact of edl.e.aters and schools in the perfolTiance of individual

pupils and groups of pupils is ts, carry Lho argument far too far. it

flies in tie fa: of c'sss.cn sense :Lnd of one's s-h::e of truth.
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Every parent knows a teacher who seems always to to suc-

cessful with whatever children are assigned to him. Every parent

has a fair notion of which schools are more effective than others.

You ask parents to deny their sense of truth when you ask them to

deny that such differences exist, can be identified, and probably

can be explained in terms of differentiated human input.

Another response: (This is what I call the throw-

yourself-on-the-mercy-of-the-court-with-a-plea-for-clemency response.)

Yes, you're right. We educators really don't 1-7.now much about why.

certain pupils are failing nor about what to do about it. We are

failing. with "these children," but there is no malice there. We

are doing the best we cart. We just don't know_any better. So, let's

devise an accountability system that will not hold us responsible for

present performance, but which will show us the wax to become better

Lerformers in the future. There is something about this "we don't

know" thing that bothers me as a profess.iolal. i am reminded of a

scone in the motion picture Cone with the Wind in which butterfly

McQueen, playing the role of a house slave who got her "priileged

position" in the household of the pregnant Scarlet O'Hara by claiming

to be expert in delivering babies, cried out in panic, when the

crucial moment came, 'Tut, Liss Scarlet, I don' know nuthun' 'bout

no bLJic.J!" So with too many of today's educators. They hardly

cross the threshold before they begin to tell you that they cannot

do what they profess title and position) to be able to do. We

have, for example, the spectacle of the English major licensed to

teach -;:nglish declaring unashamedly that he knows nothing about the

teaching, of reading -- as if roading, were not tart of English.

Parents say, "You called yourselves educators, I didn't.

I accepted you fo: wnat you said you arc. You told me that yours is

a profession; I didn't tell you :hat. I mcrcly accepted what you

said. You said that as a profesLicnal you are entitled to yrufc-

sional salaries, to 1.roessicnal autenor,y, to the other rights and

iTivilegos of pn,reL did Lot argue with that. I r.,'1, 1y ak

that :.cr do what tc, L- a'Hle t. do. is no

3 li,at y,6.1 don't kh ,,. Low!"

to tyll

I
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It is for this reason that I do not believe that the

accountability scheme being worked out in New York City will be at

all acceptable to the groups of parents and commmity people who

demanded it. In essence it is an educational accounting system,

not an accountability system. Parents will not object to such an

accounting system, but I doubt thai they will accept it as a sub-

stitute for the accountability system for which they asked. They

are likely to consider it to be a giant cop-out, a betrayal of their

trust. It is my fervent hope that Educational Testing Service, the

chief consultant for tha project, will radically restructure its

design so that it does indeed at least attempt to meet the people's

aspirations for professional. accountability -- a concept that rests

upon the notion of responsibility that can be fixed for the

results of the educational enterprise.

The design for New York City speaks of collective re-

sponsibility of the staff for knowing. as much as it can about the

pupils, and of collective responsibility of the staff to use this

knowledge, as best it can, to maximize the development of pupils

toward defined and agreed-upon pupil performance objectives.

How in heaven's name can a staff be "collectively responsi-

ble" for anything? How do you orerationalize that concept? What if

they "collectively fail"? Then what? Po you ultimately sparate

them from service "collectively"?

Really, the public is not a collection of fools. They know

that such terms have no real meaning. They know that we know that

too. Therefore, they suspect us of acting in tad faith, That is

no basis upon which to reestablish public trust in the public schools

and in their educators.

A final response: Parents and _public cannot be trusted with

data on school performance. MeV would use such data as weapons,

engaging in vigilante activities. 711ereforej try to avoid givin then:

such data. Iio doubt fear of reprisal is the reason behind many of the

diversionary maneuvers in the accountability ..ame. Put what is the

evidence on this ratter'. Mere have been so for cases of this kind

iffgC---%
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of witch-hunting that every case has been headline news. Why should

an entire profession cower in unreasoning fear of unlikely con-

sequences?

In a truly useful accountability system, practitioners

would learn what they need to know in order to be successful. in their

work. First they would learn what is expected of them since

parents and public would, at long last, have to combine their lengthy,

over- inclusive, often conflicting set of expectations into agreed-

upon goals. Next, practitioners would learn the extent to which they

are or arc not meeting tnose goals. Finally, they could use that

information to help there to search out, in a clear and focused way,

those practices and programs which hold promise of helping them lea]'n

to behave in such a way as to more nearly successfully meet those

goals.

In such a setting practitioners could reach a new level of

freedom from stress. Hake no mistake about it: with or without an

accountability system, the educator who is failing in his work knows

it tad is shattered by that knowledge. Nothing equals the private

anguish experienced by such a person. However, since he perceives

it to be to his advantage not to admit to his problem, he tends to

take on adaptive modes of behavior that are not merely destructive

to the ends of education for children, but are also destructive to

the practitioner himself -- both personally and professionally.

These, thn, are the most typical responses of profes-

sionals to the concept of professional accountability. They ore

very rAlch out-of-phase wi.',11 parent and public perceptions, aspira-

tions, and expectations.

What, if anything, could get us professionals to change

our stance? I believe that a change will come when we perceive

that there is something vital to us in the concept. We cannot be

motivated by fear. No one can be. To can be motivated by hope and

by- the promise of saving solutions to our own pressing rreblems.

GG
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A good accountability system would fr.e us from the stresses

and strains inherent in trying to meet myriad, unspecified, often

conflicting expectations. It would recognize not only that pupils

are uniquely individual human beings but also that educators are, too.

Thus, it would free us to find cur own personal paths to glory, if

such can be found. It would not subject us, therefore, to the

anti-human individuality and uniqueness that inheres ire tho "c,)11k:c-

tive responsibility" notion. Such a notion leads to collective

anonymity and conjures up an image of a long, grey line of faceless,

nondescript beings, each indistinguishable from the otte all

working, but none knowing the worth of his work, relewdice of

his work to the growth and development of other individual. i,i sr

beings.

A good accountability system would, indeed, help to in-

crease our professionalism, raise our profession to higher status,

heal the wounds we've suffered in battles with those who should be

and traditionally have been our allies, and bring us all enormous

personal satisfaction and peace of mind. Then, and only then, ;..dIld

we be out of the tangled web we have woven.


